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**ABSTRACT**

**Aim:** Optimise a set of exposure factors, with the lowest effective dose, to delineate spinal curvature with the modified Cobb method in a full spine using computed radiography (CR) for a 5-year-old paediatric anthropomorphimic phantom.

**Methods:** Images were acquired by varying a set of parameters: positions (antero-posterior (AP), postero-anterior (PA) and lateral), kilo-voltage peak (kVp) (66-90), source-to-image distance (SID) (150 to 200cm), broad focus and the use of a grid (grid in/out) to analyse the impact on E and image quality (IQ). IQ was analysed applying two approaches: objective [contrast-to-noise-ratio/(CNR) and perceptual, using 5 observers. Monte-Carlo modelling was used for dose estimation. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was used to calculate inter-observer-variability. The angle was measured using Cobb’s method on lateral projections under different imaging conditions.

**Results:** PA promoted the lowest effective dose (0.013 mSv) compared to AP (0.048 mSv) and lateral (0.025 mSv). The exposure parameters that allowed lower dose were 200cm SID, 90 kVp, broad focus and grid out for paediatrics using an Agfa CR system. Thirty-seven images were assessed for IQ and thirty-two were classified adequate. Cobb angle measurements varied between 16°±2.9 and 19.9°±0.9.

**Conclusion:** Cobb angle measurements can be performed using the lowest dose with a low contrast-to-noise ratio. The variation on measurements for this was ±2.9° and this is within the range of acceptable clinical error without impact on clinical diagnosis. Further work is recommended on improvement to the sample size and a more robust perceptual IQ assessment protocol for observers.

**INTRODUCTION**

There are several spinal deformities that can affect children, including scoliosis, kyphosis, lordosis, spondylisis and spondylolisthesis. Early diagnosis is paramount to improve life expectancy and quality. Amongst these deformities, scoliosis and kyphosis are identified as most common which can affect children during their early or late childhood\(^1\)–\(^2\).

There are many methods of measuring spinal curvature including physical examination and other methods that require imaging (plain radiography, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Imaging is the most common and most accurate method to determine severity of curvature. Despite the enormous advances in cross-sectional imaging, plain radiography remains the mainstay for assessing spinal curvature\(^3\). It is used to confirm diagnosis, exclude underlying causes, assess curve and severity, monitor progression, assess skeletal maturation and determine patient suitability for surgery\(^4\).

Amongst the techniques that use imaging to measure spine curvature there are Cobb method, Centroid, TRALL & Harrison posterior tangent\(^5\). Cobb method is considered the gold standard for diagnosis and follow up. Nevertheless, it has been noted to have an error of up to 2°\(^6\)–\(^7\). However, a
more recent study by Hong et al. showed better reliability with Cobb in comparison to other methods.

When performing Cobb angle measurements plain radiography involves radiation which involves an associated radiation risks. This is a particular concern in paediatrics because they are more sensitive to radiation due to faster cell division. Additionally, this may result to a high cumulative dose because of the series imaging related to the condition, increasing stochastic effects. Thus, it is paramount to keep doses As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP). Therefore, it is vital to optimise IQ and dose; however, the lack of up-to-date paediatric guidelines makes it a challenge to choose the correct exposure parameters for digital systems. The most complete guideline found in the literature was the European guideline (EC) but it is out-dated as it is based on analogue systems. The most recent guidelines, such as the American College of Radiology (ACR), are focussed on digital radiography, but it does not provide detail on exposure parameters for paediatrics. Furthermore, there are no published studies performed on this topic in radiography concerning paediatrics. For these reasons, this study aims to identify a set of exposure factors with the lowest effective dose to delineate spinal curvature using the modified Cobb method in a lateral full spine computed radiography (CR) for a 5-year-old paediatric phantom.

METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodology followed in this study for data collection and analysis. It is organised in subdivisions corresponding to the four phases of the study:

- **Phase 1: Image acquisition**
  - Phase 1: Image acquisition of spine radiographs achieved through manipulating the exposure parameters proposed by European Guidelines.
  - Phase 2: Effective dose estimation using PCXMC software (Monte Carlo simulation).
  - Phase 3: Assessment of IQ using an objective measurement and a perceptual approach.
  - Phase 4: Measurement of lateral spine curvature by using the modified Cobb method.

**Phase 1 – Image acquisition**

To perform image acquisition, a 5-year-old paediatric anthropomorphic phantom (Figure 1a and 1b), SIEMENS General X-ray unit (POLYDOROS IT 30/55/65/80 and OPTILIX 150/30/50C tube - inherent filtration 2.5mm Al @ 75 kVp were used. The images were processed on an AGFA 35-X digitiser using a speed class of 400.

The image acquisition started with a pilot study performed in two stages. First stage was focused on alignment to guarantee that the phantom was placed in the central area of the automatic exposure control (AEC) system. On the second stage, the mAs and exposure time were collected using the AEC system for 70 acquisitions.

The pilot study provided exposure parameters to perform a total of 130 images on the phantom that were acquired in antero-posterior (AP), postero-anterior (PA) and lateral (LAT) positions using the technical exposure parameters recommended by EC guidelines (Table 1).

Figure 1: a) The anthropomorphic paediatric phantom in AP, and b) in lateral projection. c) the reference image of the phantom for perceptual image quality analysis, and d) modified Cobb angle measurement.
Table 1: Sets for image acquisition varying voltage (kVp), positioning, grid, source-to-image distance (SID) and focus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Phases</th>
<th>Number of exposure performed</th>
<th>Number of images analysed</th>
<th>Manipulated parameters</th>
<th>Use Of Grid**</th>
<th>SID range [cm]</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1 (Pilot): Alignment with AEC system</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>AEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1 (Pilot): collection of mAs and time (s)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In &amp; Out</td>
<td>150 &amp; 180 &amp; 200</td>
<td>Broad &amp; Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1: Image acquisition</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In &amp; Out</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Broad &amp; Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3: Perception of Image Quality</td>
<td>37*</td>
<td>LAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>In &amp; Out</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Broad &amp; Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3: Cobb angle measurements</td>
<td>6*</td>
<td>LAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Broad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsvation: AP: antero-posterior; PA: postero-anterior; LAT: lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Images selected from the 130 acquisitions performed in phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Grid information: parallel; ratio=8 and absorbing Pb, strips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 2 – Effective dose estimation

Effective dose (E) was calculated using PCXMC software1. This software uses Monte Carlo simulation for calculating organ dose and E, for those who are examined with X-rays for medical use. By selecting the tissue weighting factors proposed by ICRP103 (mSv)12, E was estimated using the exposure parameters (kVp, mAs), positioning, focal-skin distance, SID, age and beam size (collimation).

Phase 3 – Image analysis

The images were analysed using two approaches: objective, using the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and perceptual, using observers.

Observers

Five observers performed perceptual image analysis: four radiographers with experience in paediatric radiology and familiar with Cobb angle and a radiography student.

These observers had their visual acuity assessed prior to participating ((ETDRS chart – CSV 1000 and LogMAR Good-Lite chart), contrast sensitivity (CSV-1000E) and stereopsis (Randot)). Those who normally wear corrective lenses were asked to wear them during the vision testing. Binocular visual acuity for distance was -0.18±0.04 LogMAR (20/13). All subjects had good visual acuity - LogMAR of -0.1 (20/16). All subjects had a normal near visual acuity (0.38±0.04 M – 20/20) and stereoacuity (40.00±0.00). The log average values of contrast sensitivity were similar to the population norms [13]: 3cpd (1.81±0.13), 6cpd (2.20±0.08), 12cpd (1.96±0.07) and 18cpd (1.54±0.02) spatial frequencies.

Image analysis using objective measurements

Thirty images (out of 130) were selected for CNR calculations. The inclusion criteria were the lateral projections in order to measure the Cobb angle (phase 4)14. The phantom does not present a curvature and for that reason the PA/ AP projections were not analysed in this phase. The images acquired at 66, 77 and 90 kVp were selected (minimum, medium and maximum values of the range)10.

To calculate CNR, two regions of interest (ROI) were
marked on the images using a bespoke software (image)). ROI1 was applied mid-way of the vertebral body (maximum density) and ROI2 in the lung region with a homogenous density (minimum density) (Figure 2) and applied to the following formula (equation 1):

\[
\text{CNR} = \frac{\text{Mean ROI2} - \text{Mean ROI1}}{\text{Standard deviation 1}}
\]

The image with the highest CNR was selected as the reference image to perform the fourth phase of the study, which was acquired using fine focus (FF) with the grid inserted to ensure the AEC selected the optimum parameters visualised at 180cm SID.

Perceptual image analysis

To perform perceptual image analysis the previously selected images (30 out of 130) were transferred to a SIEMENS Syngo.via system with a monitor (SCD 1897-M) as used in clinical practice. Four images were selected to repeat the analysis including the reference image.

The images were analysed to determine if five relevant anatomical structures (see Table 2) were identifiable with the selected exposure parameters on a software tool ViewDEX (Viewer for Digital Evaluation of X-ray images). This software has been developed in Java and allows visual grading analysis (VGA) and image criteria scoring (ICS). The results from each observer were saved in a log file to be analysed using Excel and SPSS. It is a software that is DICOM compatible and the interface is easy to use.

Table 2: Anatomical criteria used for perceptual image quality analysis applying a nominal scale (yes/no)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Appraiser combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For the Cobb angle estimation, can you visualize the following?</td>
<td>Not adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…superior vertebral endplate</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…inferior vertebral endplate</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…inter-vertebral spaces</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…vertebral body</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…posterior vertebral body line</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 4 – Cobb angle measurements

In this phase, seven digital images were selected (including lowest CNR, medium CNR, highest CNR and the reference) for drawing the Cobb angle stored on the AGFA IPD viewer system (ADC-QS). The lines to determine the Cobb angle were drawn along the superior and inferior vertebrae of the T3 and T12 respectively by each observer and ADC-QS automatically measured the angle (Figure 1d). Literature highlights the thoracic region as the most prominent for a spinal curvature in pediatrics.

All images were anonymised to reduce bias. Before the task began, all observers were trained and the images used for the training were discarded from the study. A ten minute interval between this phase and the previous was allocated to minimise error.

All equipment is subject to regular quality control (QC). All equipment QC results fall with manufacturer specifications.

Statistical analysis

Data was analysed using Excel and SPSS to perform descriptive statistical analysis. Linear correlations (r²) and Cohen’s Kappa coefficients were also undertaken to observe the relationship between the variables and observers respectively. Five observers were used to determine the reliability for perceptual IQ. Kappa coefficients allow for the nominal scale used in the criteria to give statistical relevance to the study. Three of the images were repeated three times to perform an inference sample and attain the standard deviation (Std) of the overall angle measurement. The Std was used to determine the level of accuracy for the angle measurements.
RESULTS

The results were sub-divided according to the dependent variables (E and IQ) and independent variables of position, kVp, the use of a grid and SID (see Table 1).

Effective dose

Under the conditions: 66 kVp, broad focus, no grid and 150cm SID, E was highest at images acquired in the AP position (0.048 mSv) when compared to PA (0.013 mSv). For lateral projection the E was lower than AP (0.025 mSv). When a grid was in use (AP - 0.097 mSv, PA - 0.041 mSv and lateral - 0.061 mSv), E was higher.

The use of a grid showed a moderate negative linear correlation at 150cm SID (-0.770) and a positive linear correlation at 200cm SID (0.7152). No correlation was identified for images acquired at 180cm SID (0.1141). In contrast, the image acquisition without a grid saw a stronger negative linear correlation at 180cm SID (-0.9265) whilst at 200cm SID (-0.7872), a moderate correlation was observed. The correlation weakens at 150cm SID (0.5127). E decreased at the higher kVp for 180cm and 200cm SID, however at 150cm SID, the data showed a moderate increase in E (Figure 3).

Image quality

The highest CNR was achieved at the lowest kVp of 66 consistently across all the categories (see Table 1). A strong negative linear correlation of -0.974 was reached for images acquired at 180cm and 150cm SID without a grid using 66, 77 and 90 kVp. Data also showed the highest SID of 200cm provided the highest CNR from the entire range of images acquired without a grid (Figure 4). Images acquired using a grid showed a similar trend with the highest CNR achieved at the lowest kVp at the SID of 200cm. No correlation was observed at 150cm SID (0.340) (Figure 5).

Concerning the perceptual IQ, thirty two images (out of 37) were classified as adequate because it is possible to visualise the anatomical criteria and five (out of 37) were classified as inadequate because one or more criteria not be identified by at least three observers.

The Kappa coefficient was used to calculate the reliability between each observer. The level of agreement for visualising the range of anatomical regions was good, however for anatomical regions not visualised, the level of agreement was very poor (-0.115 to 0.285) reducing the observer reliability using Kappa. Observer 1 compared to 2 demonstrated a moderate agreement (0.534).

---

Figure 3: Comparison of effective dose for a range of kVp without grid for three sources to image distance (150, 180 and 200cm).
Cobb angle measurement reliability

The statistical data for Cobb angle measurements are shown in (Table 3). The mean angle measurements showed for the sampled images scored by the participants ranges from 16 to 19.9°. The mean StD varied between 0.9 to 2.9. The image with highest CNR (reference image) shows the lowest StD (0.9).
DISCUSSION

Many studies have examined the impact of exposure parameters on dose and IQ in spine radiography; however, there is a lack of studies on paediatrics combining several exposure parameters.\textsuperscript{20-22}

As noted within the results section, there are variations on E between different positioning, kVp range, grid and SID. The use of grid increased E as expected.\textsuperscript{23} This was most evident with the AP projection. AP projection had the highest E compared to PA and lateral and for that reason, sensitive organs are more exposed to radiation effects when this projection is used.\textsuperscript{24} Therefore, PA projection should be selected without grid for full spine examination on paediatrics to reduce E to optimise practice.\textsuperscript{20}

Literature suggests using larger SID as a strategy of reducing dose.\textsuperscript{25-26} The results of this study are consistent with this as 200cm SID promoted lowest E. Concerning IQ, it was seen that the use of a larger SID increases CNR for the same kVp range because the AEC promotes uniformity of signal reaching the detector by increasing the mAs when kVp is reduced.\textsuperscript{23} For this reason a higher SID should always be selected for optimisation of the CR system used in this study.

The use of higher kVp is a well-known strategy to reduce dose on paediatrics, but at the same time can decrease CNR.\textsuperscript{26,28} On this study, it was shown that with higher kVp, the E is reduced for 180cm and 200cm SID, although this correlation was not as obvious for 150cm SID. This could be due to the small sample size used for this SID. The highest CNR was achieved at the lowest kVp of 66; this is consistent with Gardner.\textsuperscript{18} This happens because with lower kVp there is less scatter radiation reaching the detector with increasing mAs due to AEC.\textsuperscript{23} Using a grid increases CNR as well as E.\textsuperscript{26} Despite this, the observers were able to detect all anatomical structures on an image with the lowest CNR obtained without a grid. This proves that dose can be reduced for this specific context. It also proves that physical (e.g., CNR) and perceptual measures of image quality do not always reflect how well the observer can perform in their diagnostic task.

Table 3 shows that the reference image has the lowest StD. This confirms a good agreement level between the observers. The highest StD was recorded at image with the lowest CNR (99) and medium CNR (37), suggesting disagreement between observers. The StD ranged from 0.9-2.9 and literature highlights that Cobb angle measurement with ±2\textdegree, human error has no clinical impact.\textsuperscript{26,27} It was also noted that image 99 (which did not fulfil all five criteria), the observers were still able to measure Cobb angle. This proves that Cobb angle can still be measured on images with low E considering this study.

The highest agreement obtained for perceptual IQ was performed by observers 1 and 2. Observer 1 has the longest experience in clinical practice (more than 15 years) and observer 2 have more than five years of paediatric experience with a good understanding of the AGFA system for the perceptual scoring. Observers 4 and 5 had the lowest agreement using the Kappa coefficient when compared against all observers. Observer 4 struggled to understand the task in the initial phase and took the longest time to adapt due to the lack of experience in using the AGFA system. After training, observer 4 assessed one specific region (the coccyx) for intervertebral disc space as opposed to the entire paediatric spine, skewing the data. However, a decision to include the observer’s data was taken due to the vast experience in paediatric oncological radiography. Although the paediatric experience was an advantage, the clinical aim of the experiment was different for this observer. Despite the lack of agreement amongst all observers, there is no statistical and clinical method for determining a standard. Further work is recommended.

The agreement on visualising well defined structures is strongest across all observers. This could be related to the perceptual aspect of image quality where contrast impacts the visualisation of structures in imaging, consistent with literature.\textsuperscript{28-29} The images varied in contrast detail, confirmed by the variation in the observers ability to not agree on images with less defined anatomical structures. Conversely, although all five observers had normal contrast sensitivity, the sensitivity for observers 1 and 2 was lowest for the “low spatial frequency” (images with low contrast). This suggests that regardless of image quality, the observers were able to accurately draw the Cobb angle within the acceptable clinical limits (±2\textdegree).\textsuperscript{26,27} However, the range of experience in assessing paediatric images may be a limiting factor to the lack of agreement. The poor agreement of observer 5 can be explained by their use of tools as they were the only observer to use post processing tools through the use of the window level and the zoom function. These aspects of experience are identified as a limitation to the study and a proposal for more experienced observers and a robust protocol for perceptual IQ assessments are recommended.

Limitations are evident in this study. The sample size is limited on the basis of the high range of parameters (grid, spot size, tube voltage and current, SID and position) that resulted in an inclusion criteria with a reduced sample size.
CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to optimise exposure parameters for full spine paediatric radiography. The analysis showed that using higher SID, a dose reduction can be achieved and also an improvement on CNR. Using higher kVp promotes lower E but at the same time can decrease CNR. However, it was possible to verify that when IQ is considered inadequate by the observers the clinical goal can be achieved in this context as the Cobb angle measurements were performed with a lower error. This also confirms that perception of IQ is dependent on the characteristics (e.g. perception, experience and visual characteristics) of the observer. The optimal exposure parameters for full spine lateral computed radiography applied on paediatrics considering this specific context are 200cm SID, 90 kVp, broad focus and grid out.
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